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Abstract

.- : - -:iaction and the findings sre still not able to- .:- :he phenomenon and oiariety of symp,toms that'-- .4 a comprehensive manner. Ther'efo)e, a study

_ 
,:_"::? 

:::y_!:yte yrctur.e, the rympnms rhat reaily
=,:ed and logicol conclusions, is "ry"irii-"";d-""-: study.uses survq/. The samp"ling'r""ir'iqr"

:-; simple rqndom sompling. b;r; ;;ii;;;;"
;tes are obseryation method and questionnaires

directly by the researcher. The
in this study is likert scale questionnaire

,t 

-this study, there are several issues thqt:. ":i.fied, namely: (1) There is website ciient that; ,-: not update so it can not meet the needs of users;- S tmetimes the website error when qiieisea; O)-: ,.+'ebsit_e response; e) The oppearance of the
-:..::;e is 

lo1inS / unappeating i"brtte deii7n; (S)' ::'res of the website leys eW to users whin they
," . :.cm. The reasons behind ihis research'because
",.'. ire attempt of SMA Negeri 6 Bondung to create a:':-)intative school website. However, ithis website:- . iound variow problems, constraints, and rcers

I.INTRODUCTION

A. Background

One of the educational institutions in Indonesia is
hi-gh school (SMA). To be able to *rf"t" with otherSMA and become a leader i" dr; information
technolory er* many sMA are making various efforts.
One such effort is create a school webiite that reliable,
effective and athactive. It is also ."rfir"i by the SMANegeri 6 Bandung. As one of the top school, withnumber of human resources for the acaaemic year2012/2013 an unusually large qconslrtlng of 65teachers and 10g5 students), Siaa Uegeri O"eanaung
tries creating a reprcsentati; school #.U*it, and canprotect all the elements of SJVIA Negeri 6 Aandun!.
The website has a variety of content-such as schoolprofiles, news of SMA Negeri O nanJung or evenaround the world of educatiorq articles, syllabi fortelchgrs, learning materials for the students, school
lll"op^l school pictures and photos oieuents held atme schoot , and so forth. The website look is designed
to facilitate teachers, students, and the lenerat public toget a variety of materials, informatloq and issues
concerning educatign ang SMA Negeri'6 Bandung
itself. With tlis website then the fl";;; info.matioi
both intemally and externally in scfroots, can be more
effectively and efficiently.

-^I_o,r.un"r 
how good something is certainly not freerrom vanous shortcomings. Although Websiti of SMA

Negeri 6 Bandung is deiigned foiu gooi cause andworthy of appreciatiotr, it tums out"there are stillproblems. Constaints such as website 
"oo,* is not allup to date, Sometimes the website .ro. rh.o accessed,*.P 

.qug." response is long m" uppe*arce of the
w^ebsite is boring and the wiLsite f"ui,lr"s a." less eas]of use, appears as a problem has been identified.
{nother thing that shouid also be u .on."*, based on
observations in the field, the majority ofusL are also
not satisfied with the ongoing school website.

Although fiom exposure above is found thevarious. findings, suc! I the advantages, problems,
constraints, and so forth, but it is not.rJugi, to explain
various phenomena and the range of .yilptor. tf,ut
occur. Therefore, a study to rev"al th. *hote pi"ture,

: ::ale option.
:.:::d on this researcf it turns out the users:':::r against the website quality of SMA iefiri 6'-..g ca1 le considered quite gooi. This is &farn,:'e 1l.9oh of rxpondents agreed to the whole

in the study questionnaire, as well as th;
,, of U actual score of the respondents is

However, users still not satisJied yet with- titation website quality. This is evident from.-'pt n oo 
^{r;erqge of users sotisfaction against':-sarion of the overall website quality, *itrt, i,-:- rhis.dissatisfaction *oy ti irltienua iy o' --'problems that are reol and ,irir'uiriirr"' :ne users. Another thing that X ,qoiUy':,:. it turns out the website quality of SMA

1 Bandung contributes to users satisfoction.:'-: o! contribution of website S";k;;;;;^t'::slaction is 32.6%. The remoiniig iZ.qU,- , t contributes to users satisfoctiora is other
- . t eramined in this study.

is: website quality, users satisfaction, AHp
.enpling technique, simple random sampling
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the symptoms that really happened, and logical

conclusions, is needed.

B. Problem Identification

Problem ldentification is based on research background

and facts on the ground. Researcher managed to

identiff the Problem, namelY:

a. ftt".t it website content that does not update so it
can not meet the needs of users-

b. Sometimes the website error when accessed'

c. Long website response.

d. The appearance of the website is borinl
unappealing website desiP.

e. reaitures oi ttre website less easy to users when

they use them.

C. Problem Formulation

Based on the research background, the formulation of
the problem Posed is:

a. How does the website qualrty of SMA Negeri 6

Bandung that is currentlY running'

b. How does the level of user satisfaction on the

implementation of website qualrty of SMA Negeri

6 Bandung.
c. How much conkibution of the website quality of

SMA Negeri 6 Bandung to user satisfaction'

D. Problem Limitation

As for problem limitation in tlis research is:

a. Website user as respondents in this study is

limited only to teachers and students of class X

and class XI SMA Negeri 6 Bandung, school year

2O12DOl3,and is still active leaming activities in

school. Especially for class XII, for distributing

questionnaires research conducted after the

national exam (UN), the automated class XII no

longer active doing learning activities in school'

thJrefore, the class XII school year 201212013, is

not included in this studY'

b. In this study, of the eight indicators are used as a

basis for examining the quality of the website,

such as usability, navigation system, graphic

desigrq contents, compatibility, loading time,

acceisibility, and interactivity, only three

indicators are investigated. As for the three

indicators, namely loading time, contents, and

usability. It is based on the results of data

processing AHP providing'recommendations and

considerations of the researcher's own ability to

conduct research.

II. LITERATURE, THINKL\' G

BRAMEWORK A}[D

A. Concept of QualitY

Many scholars have tried to defu< ;i-
of point of view respectively' For in-<-:':'
(2011:10) which revealed that: "Qua1i' -

of features and characteristics thar ==
satisfying the needs, stated or not sia::- :

also include product durability, relial -

ease of operation and repair, as weli * :'
values other. Some of the attributes c3: :*
objectively. From the marketing poi-n: :-

quallty must be measured with respect :: :"
qualrty of the buYers ".

Not to forget, Some theories about :c
the most popular is that developed by D=': * l-
and Juran (Roza et al., 2012:5). Follo*t= '':'
the experts: "According to Deming. ':t
whatever needs and wants of the consr-':'
perceives qualrty as a zero of defect, coull ri

ionformance to requirements. Juran defir-
conformance to specification, when vier'::
perspective of the manufacturer- While :':"*r
quallty according to Juran is a specific. $e:l:!-l

totality where the availability, performance . =
ease of maintenance, and characteristics of :";
can be measured so later be able to satistl ir
and desires of consumers.

B. Concept of Website

The website has a vital role in the

media. Because of his role, a lot of

availability, performance, reliabilitl . iel!
maintenance, and characteristics can Lre me-':::-

So based on the opinions ofvarious e\:fl
it can be concluded that t}te quality is :::':

organizations, and technology observers give

to the existence of a website' Wahana

(Basuki, 2009:4\ for example provide ao uoq

of website as follows: " It is a collection of
personal or company documents coL=

information in the Web Server (computer syster
organization, which functions as a server (a cc=
unit that serves to storing information a#'
managing computer networks) to facility the 1
Wide web or the Web, and can be accessed :'
internet users)".

Kursuswebsitesurabaya Q0l2) also proridi u
understanding of the website that is "A number o: *sr

pages that have interrelated topics, some=isi

iciompanied by the image files, video, or other '*
types".

From opinion of the experts and the organiza: :c:

above, it can be concluded that the website ' r

collection of HTML documents that have interre'' ::

L110
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Fdtr fite types) stored in the web server and can be

lkd or accessed by Intemet users from all over the

l--1 -'
h-C.ituri" for a Good Website

to Suyanto (2009:61-69), the criteria for a
; ebsite that is:
,ability

- *biliry involyes the question "whether users can
:.J a way to use the website effectively (doing

:.-ies right)" or usability is as a user experience in
--::racting with applications or websites until users
:;= operate it easily and quickly. Website must

-r five conditions to achieve the ideal level of
,,,:iliry, namely: (1) Easy to learn, (2) Efficient in
,,':. (3) Easy to remember, (4) low error rate, (5)
,s: satisfaction. '

' " :.,rsation System (Structwe)
',.;'igation helps visitors to find the easy way when
: :-"-r;i1g a web site. Navigation can be displayed
,: : r'ariety of media, ie text, image, or animation.
- , :or a good navigation conditions, namely: (1)
:{i to learn, (2) Stay Consistent, (3) Allows
"=,:oack, (4) It comes in the context; (5) Offering

':;r alternatives, (6) requires the calculation of
--:: and action; (7) Provide a clear visual message;
i Using clearly labeled and easy to understand;. S,.rpporting the goals and user behavior.

- --hic Desigr (Visual Design)
, -.:al satisfaction of a user subjectively involves
:,: ; rhe visual designer of website brings user,s
: - enjoy and explore the website through the
. -t:L colors, shapes, and typography. Graphic
r ir3s pag€ become beautiful but can also slow
:' ;x access with increasing of the file size. Good
J:5.,gr at least has a good color composition and
::.-istent consistent graph layout, text is easy to-:-: use of graphics that reinforce the tex! and
: ".=11 form a harmonious pattern.
-::rcnts
,:.:.J content will be interesting, relevant, and
,-::opriate for the target audience of the website.
;::rng style and language used should be
'-,:rcpriate to the target audience and the web.
. ,:,ld mistakes in writing, including grammar and
: -,-ruation on each page, header, and its title.
- -*:e a list of explanation for specific terms.
- ::-rent must be relevant to the purpose of the site.
: :ere is a mult:media content, try to relate to the
::n:ent of the website.
-:roatibility
*:lsite should be compatible with its various
- .:iay' devices (browser), should provide an
.. ;=ative for browsers that can not view the site.
,..3rng Time
. : - -.rding to Jefhey Veen of webmonkey.com:

,; : only have 3 seconds to convince a user to not
" . i3 rhe window or go to other sites. So put

-.ething' on the screen within 3 seconds and

make that thing interesting". A website that appears
more quickly, it will likely be visited again,
especially if the content and appeamnce are
athactive.

g. Accessibility
Web pages must be able used by everyone, both
children, parents, and young people, including the
disabled. There are various obstacles found from
side ofthe user to be able to enjoy the web page. To
physical barriers, how to maximize the use of
content when one or more senses is turned off or
reduced its work, especially for users with lack the
sense of sight. Moreover there are also the
infrastructural bottlenecks, such as slow Intemet
access, computer specs, browser use, and others
that can affect an individual's access.

h. Interactivity
Interactivity is what that involves users website as
a "user experience" with the website itself. Base of
interactivity are hyperlinks (links) and feedback
mechanism. Use hyperlinks to bring visitors to the
ne\rys source, the topic further, related topics, or
other things. Like the link that says "More info
about this", Glossary, Related Links, and others. As
for the feed back mechanism, for example, are
critiques, Comments, Question, pooling lSurvey.
Other forms may also like search (search intra-site),
tools (tools used by visitors to reach their goals
come to ow site), Games, Chat, discussion forums,
and so on.

D. Concept of Satisfaction

Experts have long observed symptoms on consumer
satisfaction and from the result of these observations,
Appear variety of theories about satisfaction. Eg
According Supranto @aramarta, 2008:46), which states
that "Satisfaction is the level of one's feelings after
comparing perceived perforrnance with its
expectations. So the level of satiSfaction is a function
of between distinction of perceived perfomrance with
desired expectations. If perforrnance is below
expectations, then customers will be disappointed, but
if perfonnance exceeds expectations, the customer is
very satisfied. "While Buttle et al. (Hermawan,
2011:11) define satisfaction as: "The response to the
fulfilhnent of the customers towards a consumption
experience, or a small part of that experience.
Customer satisfaction is a fim response from customers
because of that be expected is fulfille4 while
dissatisfaction is a response in the form of a
disappointment because the expected is not met.

From the explanation regarding the definition of
satisfaction above, it can be concluded that satisfaction
is a response of consumer / user after comparing the
performance of the product with the desired
expectations of the consumer / user. The responses
usually have varying degrees that based on experience
the consumer / user towards a product.
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E. Concept of Analytical Hierarchy Process
(AHP)
AHP is one of the methoft,rjn decision support

systems (SPK). AHP is a method'of analysis used to
solve the problem of decision-making with the main
tools in the form of a hierarchy and its main input in
the form of hrmran perception. The working principle
of AHP is a simplification of a complex issue that is
not structure{ strategic, .and dynamic become a
sections and arranged in a hierarchy (Mmimin and
Maghfirob 2011:91).

AHP allows users to give the relative weight value
of a compound criteria or compound alternative
towards a criteria. The weighting is done intuitively
and done by doing pairwise comparisons.

Data collection insfrument specifically for the AHP,
usually called the comparison. questionnaire. These
instruments were'distributed to the experts / admins are
competent and concerned with the object ofresearch,

F. ThinHngI'ramework

In measuring the quality of the website, there
should be indicators that become a benchmark in the
qualrty measurement. Website quahty indicators for
this study, taken from a good website criteria So also
with satisfaction, as well there should be indicators to
see what the benchmark in researching satisfaction
hrdicators ofsatisfaction on this researctq based on the
concept of satisfaction and experts opinion To be
clear, the thinking framework can be seen in the
following:

Website Suuli$ of SMA Negeri 6 Bandang (Indqendent
Yariable):

1. Usability
2. Navigation system (stuctwe)
3. Graphic design (visual design)
4. Contens
5. Compatibility
6. Loadingtime
7. Accessibility
8. Interactivity

(Suyanto, 20[19;6149)

aser Sotisfactlon @qndent YafiablQ :
l. Perceived performance \
2. E4pectations l

(Sumarwan et a|,2011; 143-144):

The operational variables are :

The Website

llndependent
vorioble I

The level oftime used spent

bythe website for page loadhg

The level ofweb page velocity

when it's opened

The level of appropriateness

between materi served and

visitor target

The level of appropriateness

between writing and language

style and visitor target

usability The level of appropriat€ness

in placing any components in

web page

User Satisfaction

lDependent
Voriablel

(Sumanrvanef oI,

The funcion

of product

The function ol looding time

website felt by user

The function of website

conrent felt by user

The function of website

usobility feltby user

Expectation The user expectation

regarding website loading time

The user expectation

regarding website content

t.tt2

Measurement

The updated

content

The efficient

(Suyanto,

regarding website usability



, Research Ilypothesis

:esearch hypothesis proposed in this study are:

-:e null hypothesis (Hs)

;:bsite Quality of SMA Negeri 6 Bandung does
- ,: contribute to user satisfaction.
; 

=-arch hypothesis (H1)

, ::site Qualrty of SMA Negeri 6 Bandrmg

" :,:ibutes to user satisfaction.

;,ISEARCH METHODS

and Research Sample

-'-: 
:.:,pulation l,rmbered 830 people, consisting of

all students of class X, and all students of
, SMA Negeri 6 Bandung school year

. -: :- re number of the population is quite big, it
::j to carry out the determination of sample

:' , ":ie to represent the population. As for the

---ci to determine the ideal sample size, is as

JV
t'=-' ,vd2+1

(Soedibjo, 2013:141)

:: iormula above, wherein the desired
: :: 0.1 and the population size (N) is 830

: - :,'ctained a sample size amount to 90

:a;hnique used is simple random
-:: ..ampling technique is applied to the 40
:'.s X,40 sfudents of class XI, and 10

Techniques

: .; .1.. data collection techniques by
,-': ;'lestionnaires distributed directly by

::, the respondents. Questionnaires
r: :€ ibrm of a likert scale questionnaire

Techniques

-;::--lu€s performed in this study using
-:, , :.s and inferential analysis. In
;-*,: .,so use association analysis to see

-nleen the independent variable
,' S\L{ Negeri 6 Bandung) with the

4. RESEARCH RESULTS AI[I)
DISCUSSION

A. Caleulation results of AHP

Data obtained from the questionnaires comparisons
that have been propagated, processed with the help
Softwme of Expert Choice 2000. As for result of data
processing AHP, from eight indicators of website
quality, obtained three quality indicators become
priority for research. The three indicators are Loading
time (eigen value : 0.276), Contents (eigen value :
0.176), and Usability (eigen value : 0.174).

B. Descriptive Analysis

Based on the average ofpercentage ofrespondents
approval to the website qualrty of SMA Negeri 6
Bandung, overall is obtained 4L.9% respondents
categorized agree to all the statements in the
questionnaire study. Based on the calculation ofthe %
actual score, the overall results are obtained 63.18%,
With this it can be concluded that the response of
respondents to the website quality of SMA Negeri 6
Bandung categorized quite good.

Based on the average level of user satisfaction on
the implementation of overall website quality, obtained
value (0.727) <1. Thus, it appears thatthe users are not
satisfied with the implementation of website quality of
SMA Negeri 6 Bandung.

C. Correlation Between Variables
Research

'From 
the result of data processing, obtained

Pearson correlation value amount to 0.571. Therefore,
the relationship between the independent variable with
dependent variables categorized.quite strong.

D. Test of Research Hypothesis

By using statistical software SPSS 16, obtained P-
value or the Sig. of 0.000. Accordance with the opinion

Uyanto Q009:102), if P-value < u tlen Hs rejected

and if the P-value > o then Hp can not be denied.

Because the P-value (0.000) < o (0,1), it can be

infemed Ftro rejected and H1 accepted. Therefore, it

can be said that the website quality of SMA Negeri 6
Bandung contributes to user satisfaction.

E. Coefficient of Determination

The coefficient of determination obtained in the
study is 32.6%. Thus, it can be concluded that the
website quality of SMA Negeri 6 Bandung contributes
for 32.60/o to the user satisfaction. As for the rest

-rr satisfaction).
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67.40/0, which also contribute to user satisfaction, me
the other factors not examined in this study. The Other
factors may be the quality of the website that are not
investigated such as navigation iystem, graphic design,
compatibility, accessibility, and interactivity.

5. CONCLUSION AI\ID SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

The conclusions ofthis research are:
a. User response to the implementation of website

qualrty of SMA Negeri 6 Bandung categorized
quite good (overall percentage average of
respondents approval :41.9% and oZ overall

actual score : 63. I 87o).
b. However, thg implementation has not been able to

make the user satisfied (average ofoverall user
satisfaction score (A.727) < 1). It can be causedby
various phenomena or problems that are real and
many users experiance them.

c. The website quality of SMA Negeri 6 Ban&mg
being implemented, can also be said contribute to
user satisfaction (value sig. (0,000) < c (0,1). The
value of this contributions amounted to 32.6yo.
The remaining67.4%o, which also contributes, are
other factors not examined in this study such as
navigation systems, gaphic desigrr, compatibility,
accessibility, and interactivity.

B. Suggestion

Following the suggestions in this study:
a. The problems that exist, such as the : There is

website content that does not update, sometimes
the website error when accessed, long website
response, features of the website less easy to
users, should not be ignored. Efforts can be
suggested are: (1) update all website content
regulmly so that the overall website is always up
to date, (2) Attempt to use small animation and
graphics in order that the response of the web
pages is faster, (3) repair and avoid the error linlg
the page is not yet available, pages in the making
process (under construction), the link to the
content are empty, the images do not appear, the
text is truncated or ill-fitting on a web page, etc,
so that the error condition can be minimized; (4)
Strive features on the website is easily
recognizable, practical, and appropriate to the
needs in order that those features can be easily
used by the user.

b. Due to this study only examines website quality
for indicators loading time, contents, and
usability, the problem where the appearance of
the website is boring / unappealing website
design, yet confirmed. Therefore, it is advisable if
there me interested in conducting research on the

website quality of SMA Negeri 6 Bandung, can
conduct research with other indicators such a,
navigation system, gaphic design, compatibilir).
accessibility, and interactivity, so that the scope
of research is broader than before and th:
problems regarding the website appearance can be
revealed based on a scientific approach.
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even get new opportunltles in the developing the
endeavor to reach beyond current possibilities. This
is possible due to the effective and efficient
manner of the ICT. With this technology, distance,manner of the ICT. With this technology, distance,
time, will be no longer a boundary to support further
areas of optimized scientific resources.

This seminar is intended to summarize the research
idea as well as to promote other forms of real
implementation of the use and role of ICT in the
idea as well as to promote other forms of real
implementation of the use and role of ICT in the
field of engineering, economics, politics, law,
literature and art.iltglcllulE a3t tu dt,. 
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